DISGRACE  ABOUNDING
are packing their grips, trying to plan new futures that will keep
them ahead of the pursuers. There was once — my hat, there
still is! — a Disarmament Section, with a numerous staff. For
years old Arthur Henderson presided over it, Agnides, the new
head, is resigning, Zilliacus, one of Henderson's secretaries, too.
About fifty senior officials, in all, are going. The lesser lights,
the interpreters, the archivists, the librarians, the girl typists,
who once thought they would perhaps end their days in Geneva,
are all getting ready to go,
I look back from the aeroplane on the white mass of the League
building, framed among green trees* The tomb of so many hopes,
There you should bury your unknown soldiers, together with their
hopes. Dig them up, in Paris, in London, in Rome. They don't
belong there anyway, now. Transplant them to Geneva,
The League was killed by England on that day in 1935 when
the world was summoned to give combat to a predatory Great
Power that had attacked a weak one -- its own prot^e in the
League — without any intention really to lead the nations in
resistance to that power, Italy. The intention already existed to
allow Italy to dismember Abyssinia, It was merely electioneering
' policy. As soon as the election had been won, and the back
benches of the House filled for years to come with an over-
whelming majority of docile followers who would support the
government in the surrender of one small state after another to
brute force, the pretence was dropped that England meant to
lead the world against the aggressor.
To win an election! Show me, in the pages of your precious
history* ,an act as cynical, as infamous, as disastrous in its con&e*
.quences as this. The great majority of the states of the world
were ready to respond to that inspiring call, after so many
centuries, to confront brute force with overwhelming force.
Even within the countries that were outside the League hundreds
of thousands of men would voluntarily have offered themselves
for this cause, You could then have mobilized a force, in the
cause of humanity, of justice, of idealism, the Mke of which the
world has never seen. Since t&at day the hopes of these men, of
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